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An empirical potential-energy surface is proposed for the excited B electronic state of the I2-Ne complex.
The potential is represented as an addition of pairwise interactions. The parameters of the potential are fitted
to reproduce the main spectroscopic and dynamical data available over a wide range of I2 vibrational excitations,
V ) 13-37. The experimental information used in the fitting procedure includes the dissociation energy of
the complex, resonance decay lifetimes, and I2 fragment vibrational and rotational distributions. The simulations
of the complex vibrational predissociation dynamics required to fit the potential parameters are carried out
by means of an exact wave packet method. The fitted potential surface reproduces the available data typically
within experimental error, which assesses its reliability, at least in the range of vibrational excitations studied.
The predissociation dynamics of I2(B,V)-Ne is discussed in light of the results.

I. Introduction

Weakly bound van der Waals (vdW) BC-Rgn complexes (BC
) diatomic molecule, Rg) rare gas atom) are prototype systems
to explore unimolecular dissociation and energy transfer pro-
cesses. Upon optical excitation of the diatomic subunit, part of
the energy initially deposited is transferred to the intermolecular
modes, leading to fragmentation of the complex. Among such
energy transfer processes are electronic, vibrational, and rota-
tional predissociation, internal vibrational redistribution, and
evaporative cooling.

The dissociation dynamics of a large variety of vdW
complexes has been the subjet of experimental investigation.1-12

The smallest, triatomic BC-Rg complexes were those most
extensively studied, due to their relative simplicity. Among
them, the vibrational predissociation (VP) dynamics of the I2-
Ne complex in the excited B electronic state has been explored
by several experimental groups. Levy and co-workers studied
the VP of I2(B,V)-Ne for low (V ) 9-14)1 and high (V ) 32-
34)4 initial vibrational excitations of I2, and they reported the
first estimate of the I2(B)-Ne dissociation energy,4 65 < D0 <
67 cm-1. Zewail and co-workers carried out real-time experi-
ments9 on the VP process I2(B,V)-Ne f I2(B,V-1) + Ne and
extracted complex decay lifetimes in the rangeV ) 13-23. More
recently, Heaven and co-workers have probed the predissociation
dynamics of I2(B,V)-Ne in the rangeV ) 29-41, and they
found a new estimate of the I2(B,V)34)-Ne dissociation
energy,12 D0 ) 57.6( 1.0 cm-1, lower than that of Levy and
co-workers.4 All the above experimental data provide spectro-
scopic and dynamical information on the I2(B)-Ne complex
over a wide range of diatomic vibrational excitations.

On the theoretical side, studies on the VP dynamics of I2-
Ne include collinear geometry calculations applying the distorted-
wave Born approximation,13 quasiclassical trajectory calcula-
tions,14-16 and approximate full-dimensional quantum simula-
tions based on the time-dependent self-consistent-field (TDSCF)
approach.17 One of the difficulties in the theoretical treatment
of the I2-Ne predissociation dynamics arises from the absence
of accurate ab initio potential-energy surfaces. In general, ab
initio calculations on vdW complexes containing I2 are not

straightforward, due to the large number of electrons involved
and to relativistic effects. The excited character of the B
electronic state poses an additional difficulty.18 At present no
ab initio potentials are available for either the ground X or the
excited B electronic state of I2-Ne. A semiempirical potential
based on the diatomic-in-molecules approximation16 has been
proposed for I2(B)-Ne. Empirical potentials have been com-
monly used in dynamical calculations.15-17 Such potentials are
typically represented as a sum of pairwise interactions, the
parameters of which are fitted to reproduce the available
spectroscopic and dynamical data.15

The empirical potential15 used in some of the latest simula-
tions of the I2(B)-Ne VP15,17 was fitted with an approximate
quantum model, to reproduce the I2-Ne dissociation energy
estimated by Levy and co-workers,4 and the decay lifetimes
reported by Zewail and co-workers.9 The recent experiments
of Heaven and co-workers12 provide additional information, and
suggest that the above empirical potential should be refined.
The main goal of this paper is to characterize an empirical
potential surface for I2(B)-Ne consistent with the experimental
data available at present. To this purpose the resonance states
of I2(B,V)-Ne have been calculated variationally in the range
V ) 13-37 to fit the potential according to the spectroscopic
data. Then the VP dynamics of these resonance states is
simulated with an exact full-dimensional wave packet method
to fit the potential to reproduce the dynamical data. Once the
empirical potential is characterized, the dissociation dynamics
are analyzed over the whole range of vibrational excitations
studied. To the best of the author’s knowledge these are the
first exact calculations on the I2(B,V)-Ne VP dynamics.

The organization of the paper is the following. In section II
the methodology used to characterize the potential, and the
resonance state and dynamical calculations are described in
detail. Results are presented and discussed in section III. Finally,
conclusions are given in section IV.

II. Theory

A. Potential-Energy Surface.The potential-energy surface
of the B electronic state of I2-Ne is represented as a sum of
atom-atom interactions† E-mail: garciavela@imaff.cfmac.csic.es.
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The analytical form reported in ref 19 has been used for the
VI-I interaction potential.20 This potential was inverted from
ultrafast laser experiments. Regarding each I-Ne interaction,
a Morse functional form is assumed,

Thus the fit of the I2(B)-Ne potential surface involves only
fitting the Morse parametersD, R, andde of the I-Ne interaction
potential. Actually, the same I-Ne equilibrium distance as that
of the empirical potential of ref 15,de ) 4.36 Å, has been used
in this work. Therefore the fitting procedure reduces to theD
andR parameters of eq 2.

The representation of the I2(B)-Ne potential surface of eqs
1 and 2 has two advantages for theoretical simulations. One is
that it is easy to implement and computationally efficient. The
other advantage is that it is straightforward to extend this
representation for larger clusters I2-Nen (n > 1), just by adding
the Ne-Ne interaction potential.21

The following experimental information has been used as a
criterion to fit the parameters of eq 2. The potential is required
to predict a I2(B,V)34)-Ne dissociation energyD0 ) 57.6
cm-1, and that the∆V ) -1 predissociation channel is
energetically closed forV > 36, as found by Heaven and co-
workers.12 The potential is also required to reproduce the decay
lifetimes reported by Zewail and co-workers9 for V ) 13-23
within the experimental error bars or close to their limits. Decay
lifetimes were not reported in ref 12 for high vibrational
excitations. However, other dynamical information reported by
Heaven and co-workers12 has been used to assess the validity
of the fitted potential. This includes the gradual suppression of
the ∆V ) -1 decay channel in the range 33e V e 36 (also
observed by Levy and co-workers4), and the highest rotational
levels of the I2 fragment populated through the∆V ) -1 and
∆V ) -2 predissociation channels.

B. Calculation of the I2(B,W)-Ne Resonance States.As
pointed out above, one of the requirements of the potential is
to reproduce the experimental dissociation energyD0 ) 57.6
cm-1 for I2(B,V)34)-Ne. The dissociation energy of I2(B,V)-
Ne coincides with the energy of the ground resonance state of
the complex in the vibrational levelV. Therefore the parameters
of the I-Ne potential are varied until the ground resonance
energy of I2(B,V)34)-Ne matches the required value for the
dissociation energy. To simulate the VP dynamics, in addition
to the resonance energy the ground resonance wave function
must be calculated to be used as the initial state of the system.
In the following the method employed to calculate the resonance
states of I2(B,V)-Ne for the vibrational excitationsV ) 13-
23, 26, 29, 32-37 studied, is described.

The I2-Ne system is represented in Jacobian coordinates (r,
R, θ), wherer is the I-I distance,R is the separation between
the Ne atom and the center-of-mass of I2, andθ is the angle
between the vectors associated with ther and R coordinates.
Zero total angular momentum is assumed in the calculations.
To calculate the resonance states of I2(B,V)-Ne, the I2 stretching
vibration is separated within the vibrational diabatic approxima-
tion.22 In this approximation the resonance wave function is
expressed as the product

where øV(r) is a vibrational eigenstate of the I2(B) diatomic

molecule, and the vdW wave functionæ(V)(R,θ) is obtained
variationally by diagonalizing the vibrationally averaged Hamil-
tonianĤVV ) 〈øV(r)|Ĥ|øV(r)〉, once it is represented on a suitable
basis set (Ĥ is the full Hamiltonian of I2(B)-Ne). The above
approximation is justified because of the frequency difference
between the I2 vibration and the vdW modes. As it has been
discussed,23 the vibrational mixing of theøV states is quite small
for this type of systems. Thus, the present resonance states,
which are actually zero-order ones, resemble very closely the
true resonance states of the complex.

C. Vibrational Predissociation Dynamics.The decay dy-
namics of the ground resonance state, I2(B,V)-Nef I2(B,Vf<V)
+ Ne is simulated by solving the time-dependent Schro¨dinger
equation for the wave packetΦ(r,R,θ,t). To this purpose ther
and θ dependence ofΦ(r,R,θ,t) is expanded on a basis set
consisting of theøν(r) vibrational states and thePj(θ) Legendre
polynomials, respectively.23 The coefficients of the expansion,
Cν,j(R,t), are represented on a grid, and they are the packets
that are actually propagated. The wave packet is absorbed before
it reaches the edges of the grid in theR coordinate. Absorption
is carried out after each propagation time step by multiplying
each packetCν,j(R,t) by the function exp[-R(R - Rabs)2], for R
> Rabs, with R ) 0.04 au-2 andRabs ) 25.0 au.

Resonance lifetimes can be extracted from the time evolution
of the square of the wave packet autocorrelation functionP(t)
) |〈Φ(0)|Φ(t)〉|2. By fitting the decay curveP(t) to an
exponential lawP(t) = e-t/τ [or equivalently, by fitting lnP(t)
to the straight line-t/τ], the resonance lifetimeτ is obtained.17,23

It has been shown24 that by propagating the wave packet until
a final timetf, one can obtain the autocorrelation function until
a time 2tf. However, to take advantage of this feature of the
autocorrelation function poses some difficulties due to the
absorption of the wave packet.25 To calculate the autocorrelation
function until a time 2tf, the procedure described in ref 25 has
been adopted here.

In addition to resonance lifetimes, vibrational and rotational
distributions of the I2 product fragment have also been com-
puted. The probabilityPVf(t) of I2(B,Vf) fragments inVf ) V -
1, V - 2, ..., is calculated by accumulating probability in the
region of the products I2(B,Vf) + Ne, R > Rc (including the
absorption region), in which the vdW bond can be considered
broken.25,27,28

In a typical finite time propagation, at final timetf there is
wave packet intensity in the interaction region corresponding
to complexes that still did not dissociate to I2 + Ne. As a
consequence, the absolute probabilitiesPVf(tf) calculated as
indicated above are not indicative of the final valuesPVf(tf∞),
unless that very long and costly propagations are carried out.
As discussed previously,25,28 reliable estimates of the final
vibrational populations can be obtained without the need of long
propagations, by monitoring the time evolution of the relative
or normalized probabilities

In BC-Rg complexes the form of the product distributions is
essentially determined by the short-time dynamics.25,28 Thus,
if enough time is allowed (typically a few picoseconds) for all
the dissociation mechanisms contributing with probability to a
given final vibrational channelVf to be operating, the prob-
abilities PVf

norm(t) converge to constant values. Such values
provide good estimates for the final vibrational populations of
the I2(B,Vf) fragment.

PVf

norm(t) )
PVf

(t)

∑VPV(t)
(4)

V ) VIa-Ib
+ VIa-Ne + VIb-Ne (1)

VI-Ne(d) ) D[e-2R(d-de) - 2e-R(d-de)] (2)

Φ(r,R,θ) ) øV(r) æ(V)(R,θ) (3)
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Rotational distributions of the I2(B,Vf,jf) fragment are calcu-
lated as the asymptotict f ∞ limit of

wherekVf,jf ) [2µI2-Ne(E - EVf,jf)]1/2 and EVf,jf ) EVf + jf(jf +
1)〈øVf(r)|r-2|øVf(r)〉/2µI2. The energyE is taken to be the mean
energy of the system, which is very close to the resonance
energy.

D. Computational Details. The Cν,j(R,t) packets were
represented on a uniform grid in theRcoordinate, with the grid
parametersR0 ) 5.0 au,∆R ) 0.25 au, and the number of grid
pointsNR ) 128. In the basis set expansion ofΦ(r,R,θ,t) four
vibrational functionsøν(r), corresponding toν ) V, V - 1, V -
2, V - 3, and 45 (even) rotational states (jmax ) 88) were used
for the dynamical calculations in the rangeV ) 13-23 of I2
vibrational excitations. ForV ) 26, 29, 32-37 five vibrational
states (ν ) V, V - 1, V - 2, V - 3, V - 4) and 56 (even)
rotational states (jmax ) 110) were used to expand the wave
packet. The time propagation of theCν,j(R,t) packets was carried
out by means of the Chebychev polynomial expansion method,26

with a time step∆t ) 0.01 ps. The Hamiltonian operations on
Cν,j(R,t) involving kinetic-energy terms were performed using
fast Fourier transform (FFT) techniques. The time propagation
was carried out until a final timetf ) 15 ps forV ) 22, 23, 26,
29, 32-37. The propagation time was gradually increased asV
decreases up totf ) 35 ps forV ) 13. For the analysis of I2

product vibrational distributions it is considered that for distances
R > Rc ) 20 au the vdW bond is effectively broken. The I2

rotational distributions are calculated in the region limited by
Ra ) 20 au andRb ) 25 au.

III. Results and Discussion

The parameters of the I-Ne interaction potential fitted
according to the experimental data are listed in Table 1. The
parameters of the previous empirical I-Ne potential15 are also
collected in the table for the sake of comparison. In the following
the predictions of the present I2(B)-Ne potential regarding
resonance energies, decay lifetimes, and I2 product distributions
are presented and compared to the available data.

A. Resonance Energies.Ground resonance energies of the
I2(B,V)-Ne complex were calculated for the vibrational excita-
tions V ) 13-23, 26, 29, 32-37, and they are listed in Table
2 along with the I2 vibrational energy levelsEV. The present
potential yields a dissociation energy of 57.6 cm-1 for I2-
(B,V)34)-Ne, as found experimentally,12 and similar dissocia-
tion energies for the complex in the range 32e V e 37. The
potential also predicts that the∆V ) -1 predissociation channel
is energetically closed forV ) 37 (by 0.5 cm-1), in agreement
with the experimental result of Heaven and co-workers.12 Thus
the proposed potential takes into account the main energetic
features observed experimentally.12

With the previous empirical potential15 the dissociation energy
calculated for I2(B,V)34)-Ne is 62.72 cm-1. This potential
predicts ground resonance energies for the different I2 vibrational
levels that are about 5 cm-1 lower than those of Table 2, since
the well depth of the I-Ne interaction is 2.7 cm-1 larger (see

Table 1). As a result, the∆V ) -1 channel is nearly closed
energetically forV ) 34, in agreement with the experimental
finding of Levy and co-workers.4 The changes in the present
potential parameters are not large as compared with the previous
parameters, consistent with the fact that the I2(B,V)-Ne dis-
sociation energies estimated by Heaven and co-workers and
Levy and co-workers differ by a few cm-1. However, such
changes in the potential surface will have an increasingly
important effect when larger I2(B)-Nen clusters are modeled
asn increases.

B. Resonance Decay Lifetimes.The vibrational predisso-
ciation dynamics is simulated for all the ground resonance states
listed in Table 2, and decay lifetimes are obtained as described
in section II.C. They are collected in Table 3 (second column)
along with the lifetimes reported by Zewail and co-workers from
real-time experiments9 for V ) 13-23 (third column). For a
better comparison the calculated and experimental lifetimes are
also plotted in Figure 1.

For most of the I2 vibrational excitations theτ lifetimes
predicted by the present potential are within the experimental
error bars, or close to their limits. In general, the values ofτ

TABLE 1: Morse Parameters of the Present and Previous15

I-Ne Interaction Potentials

D (cm-1) R (Å-1) de (Å)

present potential 38.03 1.596 4.36
previous potential 40.75 1.56 4.36

PVf,jf
(E,t) ) |∫Ra

Rb( µI2-Ne

2πkVf,jf
p2)1/2

e-ikVf,jfRCVf,jf
(R,t) dR|2 (5)

TABLE 2: Calculated Ground Resonance Energies of
I 2(B,W)-Ne Relative to the Initial I 2 Vibrational Energy
Level EW

V Eres (cm-1) EV
a (cm-1)

13 -58.73 -2827.47
14 -58.70 -2724.97
15 -58.66 -2624.32
16 -58.62 -2525.54
17 -58.59 -2428.64
18 -58.54 -2333.64
19 -58.50 -2240.56
20 -58.46 -2149.42
21 -58.41 -2060.22
22 -58.37 -1972.99
23 -58.32 -1887.73
26 -58.16 -1643.94
29 -57.97 -1418.31
32 -57.76 -1211.02
33 -57.68 -1146.01
34 -57.60 -1083.05
35 -57.51 -1022.14
36 -57.42 -963.27
37 -57.32 -906.44

a EV ) 0 corresponds to separated atoms.

TABLE 3: Calculated and Experimental (with Error Bars)
Resonance Decay Lifetimes

V τ (ps) τexp (ps)a

13 257.5 216( 16
14 216.5 196( 12
15 177.0 182( 20
16 150.7 160( 15
17 129.1 126( 12
18 110.2 107( 9
19 89.5 87( 4
20 76.3 78( 4
21 68.2 69( 6
22 56.7 58( 3
23 46.0 53( 3
26 28.4
29 16.8
32 12.1
33 8.9
34 8.6
35 7.1
36 6.8
37 5.5

a Reference 9.
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deviate from the experimental ones by less than 6.3% (and
typically around 1-3%). Only forV ) 13, V ) 14, andV ) 23
are the deviations ofτ larger, 19.2%, 10.5%, and 13.2%,
respectively. Reducing the deviations ofτ for V ) 13 andV )
14 (by changing the potential parameters) implies an increase
of the deviations ofτ for higherV, particularly forV ) 23. When
the potential parameters are fitted, the criterion followed here
has been to reproduce better the experimental lifetimes with
smaller error bars, i.e., those forV ) 19-23.

For BC-Rg complexes a nonlinear decrease of the VP
lifetime (or equivalently, a nonlinear increase of the predisso-
ciation ratek ) τ-1) with increasingV is typically found. Such
a nonlinear behavior ofτ(V) has been rationalized in terms of
the energy gap law22 and the anharmonicity of the BC potential.
Following this law, as the energy difference between the initial
and the final levelsV and Vf of BC matches the dissociation
energy of the BC-Rg complex (i.e., the kinetic energy available
for the Rg fragmentε f 0), the predissociation lifetime
decreases. The VP lifetime depends mainly on the couplings
between the initial resonance of the complex and the continuum
states to which it decays. Such couplings increase (and therefore
τ decreases) as the continuum states become less oscillating,
i.e., whenε decreases. Due to the anharmonicity of the BC
potential, asV increases, the energy available for the predisso-
ciation fragments (and thereforeε) decreases, which explains
the decrease ofτ with increasingV. The specific shape of the
τ(V) curve (e.g., exponential, 1/V2, etc.) is determined by the
specific couplings associated with the BC-Rg potential surface.

The lifetimes calculated for I2(B)-Ne exhibit a nonlinear
behavior withV, in agreement with the experimental findings.9

The authors of ref 9 fitted the behavior of the predissociation
rate k with V to several analytical forms. One of the best fits
was to an exponential law,τ-1 ∝ eγV, with γ ) 0.1493. In Figure
1 a similar fit of the experimental lifetimes to the curve

with A ) 1615.88 ps andγ ) 0.1493 is reproduced (dashed
line). The calculated lifetimes also fit remarkably well to the
exponential law of eq 6 withA ) 2290.0 ps andγ ) 0.169
(solid line of Figure 1), over the whole range ofV investigated.
The two exponential curves of Figure 1 are very close forV g
18, and gradually deviate forV < 18 due to the larger deviations
of the calculated lifetimes from the experimental ones forV )

13, 14. Despite these deviations the agreement between the
curves is in general quite good, as a result of the good agreement
between the experimental and calculated lifetimes. Thus the
present I2(B)-Ne potential surface predicts a nonlinear, specif-
ically exponential behavior of the resonance decay lifetime with
the vibrational excitation, over the rangeV ) 13-37 studied.
Such a behavior agrees with that found experimentally9 for V
) 13-23 excitations.

It should be noted that the experimental lifetime forV ) 13
is noticeably lower than the value predicted by the exponential
fit of Zewail and co-workers,9 which coincides with the upper
limit of the error bar. It might happen that the simple exponential
form that seems to be valid to describe the behavior of the
lifetime for V > 13, begins to be no longer valid forV e 13.
Experimental data of the complex decay lifetime forV < 13
would be required to discern this question.

C. I2 Product Fragment Distributions. Vibrational popula-
tions of the I2(B,Vf) fragment produced after VP are listed in
Table 4 for all theV excitations studied. As seen from the table,
the present potential predicts that I2(B,V)-Ne VP occurs
dominantly through the∆V ) -1 channel in the range 13e V
e 34, and particularly for the vibrational excitationsV ) 13-
23, for which theV - 1 population is>90%. ForV g 35 the
dominant predissociation channel is∆V ) -2.

Rapid suppression of the∆V ) -1 decay channel is predicted
by the proposed I2(B,V)-Ne potential forV > 32, in agreement
with the experimental findings.12 It is stressed that in the present
dynamical calculations dissociation of the I2(B)-Ne complex
occurs only via vibrational predissociation. The implication is
that suppression of the∆V ) -1 predissociation channel is only
due to the vibrational predissociation dynamics occurring in the
B electronic state, without the need to invoke the influence of
electronic predissociation. The above interpretation of the partial
suppression of the∆V ) -1 channel for high I2 vibrational
excitations was suggested by Heaven and co-workers,12 and the
theoretical results of Table 4 come to confirm it.

Actually the weight of the∆V ) -1 channel decreases
gradually over the whole range 13e V e 37 investigated,
although this decrease is faster forV > 32. A plausible
explanation is that asV increases and the I2 vibrational energy
levels become closer, potential couplings responsible for the
∆V e -2 decay channels become increasingly intense. Thus,
gradual suppression of the∆V ) -1 channel would be caused
by the competition of the∆V e -2 predissociation channels.

Figure 1. Plot of the calculatedτ (]) and experimental (with error
bars) resonance lifetimes presented in Table 3 vs the initial I2 vibrational
excitationV. Exponential fits (eq 6) of the calculated (solid line) and
experimental (dashed line) lifetimes are also shown.

τ ) Ae-γV (6)

TABLE 4: Calculated I 2 Fragment Vibrational State
Distributions (in Percentage) for the Dissociation ChannelsW
- 1, W - 2, W - 3, and W - 4

V V - 1 V - 2 V - 3 V - 4

13 97.1 2.8 0.1
14 96.7 3.2 0.1
15 96.3 3.6 0.1
16 95.8 4.0 0.2
17 95.3 4.5 0.2
18 94.6 5.2 0.2
19 93.9 5.8 0.3
20 93.3 6.3 0.4
21 92.5 7.1 0.4
22 91.2 8.2 0.6
23 90.3 9.1 0.6
26 85.2 12.9 1.7 0.2
29 78.4 18.2 3.0 0.4
32 69.0 25.0 5.3 0.7
33 60.8 30.9 7.2 1.1
34 53.2 36.1 9.3 1.4
35 41.9 43.0 12.8 2.3
36 26.0 54.2 16.7 3.1
37 8.7 64.8 22.0 4.5
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This interpretation seems to be supported by the fast increase
for V > 32 not only of theV -2 population, but also of theV -
3 and V - 4 populations. In this sense it is remarkable the
relatively high populations of the I2(B,Vf)V-3) and I2(B,Vf)V-
4) fragments found in the present calculations forV g 33.

It is apparently surprising that despite that the∆V ) -1
channel is energetically closed forV ) 37 (see Table 2), a 8.7%
of V - 1 population is found in the calculations. The reason is
that the initial resonance wave packet has a dispersion in energy.
Indeed, from the lifetimesτ of Table 3, one can calculate the
fwhm of the resonance level asΓ ) p/τ. This resonance width
ranges fromΓ ) 0.44 cm-1 for V ) 32 up toΓ ) 0.97 cm-1

for V ) 37. Therefore the ground resonance width forV ) 37
is twice the 0.5 cm-1 by which the ∆V ) -1 channel is
energetically closed, and the 8.7% of I2(B,Vf)V-1) population
comes from wave packet components associated with energies
>-56.83 cm-1, for which the∆V ) -1 channel is energetically
open. When energy-resolvedPVf,jf(E,tf) distributions are calcu-
lated through eq 5, the results arePVf)36,jf(E,tf) ) 0 for all jf,
and thereforePVf)36

norm (E,tf) ) ∑jfPVf)36,jf
norm (E,tf) ) 0 in the range of

energiesE (∼0.5 cm-1) where the∆V ) -1 channel is closed.
The energy resolution of the spectra from which the I2

vibrational distributions were obtained was of 0.3 cm-1 line
width.12 With this spectral resolution Heaven and co-workers12

found no population of the I2(B,Vf)36) fragment, and from this
absence they concluded that the∆V ) -1 channel is closed for
V ) 37. Thus, the theoretical result of zero I2(B,Vf)36)
population for energiesE up to 0.5 cm-1 higher than theV )
37 resonance energy is consistent with the experimental absence
of I2(B,Vf)36) population when I2(B,V)37)-Ne energies higher
than the resonance energy up to 0.15 cm-1 (half the spectral
resolution line width) are probed.

In the experiments of Heaven and co-workers12 it was found
that the∆V ) -1 decay channel is dominant forV < 33. With
the present potential surface the∆V ) -1 channel is dominant
for V < 35, as seen from the results of Table 4. One possible
reason of this slight discrepancy is that the potential surface
overestimates to some extent the weight of the∆V ) -1 channel
in the VP dynamics. Small differences in the conditions at which
the dynamics takes place between the experiments and the
calculations (e.g., in the system temperature and the theoretical
characterization of the initial resonance state) could also be
partially responsible for this disagreement.

Rotational distributions of the I2(B,Vf, jf) fragment have been
calculated for the predissociation channelsVf ) V - 1 andVf )
V - 2, and they are shown in Figure 2 for several initialV
excitations over the range studied. The distributions correspond
to the even rotational statesjf. Since I2 is a homonuclear
molecule, only either the even or the odd rotational states need
to be included in the calculation, and the even states have been
chosen here.

It should be noted that the present distributions differ from
those previously calculated with the approximate quantum
TDSCF method.17 The TDSCF calculations predicted much
colder rotational distributions than the exact ones of Figure 2
(for a comparison see the TDSCF distributions associated with
the∆V ) -1 channel forV ) 19, 21, 23 in Figure 8 of ref 17).
As discussed previously,29 the TDSCF model underestimates
energy transfer to the bending mode when it is explicitly
factorized in the total wave function (as done in the calculations
of ref 17), leading to less rotational excitation of the I2(B)
fragment.

The present I2 rotational distributions found for the∆V )
-1 channel are rather cold, with most of the population

concentrated at lowjf states. AsV increases in the rangeV )
13-37 studied, the highest rotational state populated with
appreciable intensity,jf

max, decreases, consistent with the fact
that the energy available for dissociation through the∆V ) -1
channel,EV - EV-1, decreases with increasingV (see Table 2).
For V e 23 jf

max is lower than the highest rotational state
energetically open, but asV increases, particularly forV g 32,
the rotational channels become gradually closed. The closing
of the rotational channels is likely to be related to the
suppression of the∆V ) -1 predissociation channel. In the case
of V ) 32, jf

max ) 18 coincides with the highest rotational
channel energetically open. This result is in good agreement
with the experimental detection ofjf

max ) 17 for the∆V ) -1
channel ofV ) 32. In general the rotational distributions exhibit
little structure. These cold and rather unstructured rotational
distributions are consistent with fragmentation of the complex
via direct predissociation through the∆V ) -1 channel, as
found experimentally12 as well.

The rotational distributions associated with the∆V ) -2
predissociation channel (Figures 2 and 3) are also relatively cold
(particularly for V e 26) and extend up to values ofjf

max

remarkably lower than the highest one energetically accessible.
From Figures 2 and 3 it is found thatjf

max ) 44 for V ) 32 and
V ) 33, andjf

max ) 40 for V ) 35. These results agree quite
well with the experimental findings thatjf

max ) 43 for V ) 32
and jf

max ) 42 for V ) 33 and V ) 35. The rotational
distributions are essentially unstructured forV e 22. For higher

Figure 2. Calculated rotational distributions of the I2(B,Vf) fragment
produced after predissociation of the complex through theVf ) V - 1
(solid lines) andVf ) V -2 (dashed lines) channels for several
vibrational excitationsV. All the distributions are normalized to unity.
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vibrational excitations the∆V ) -2 distributions gradually
develop a structure. Interestingly, forV g 32 the rotational
distributions become increasingly hotter and they exhibit a
pronounced structure.

The rotational structure predicted by the present potential for
V g 32 seems to indicate that for high vibrational excitations
the initial resonance is more strongly coupled to some continuum
states, associated with specific rotational states and energiesε

of the I2(B,Vf)V-2,jf) and Ne fragments, respectively. The
higher rotational excitation found forV g 32 is also consistent
with this possibiltiy, due to the energy gap law. As the energy
available for the fragments,EV - EV-2, decreases with increasing
V, rotational excitation seems to be favored since it implies
smaller ε energies, and therefore a stronger coupling to the
corresponding continuum states.

IV. Summary and Conclusions

The vibrational predissociation dynamics of I2(B,V)-Ne is
simulated with an exact wave packet method over the rangeV
) 13-37. On the basis of these simulations an empirical
potential surface for the I2-Ne complex in the excited B
electronic state is fitted. The potential is represented as a sum
of atom-atom interactions. The parameters of the potential
surface are fitted to reproduce the main spectroscopic and
dynamical data available. Among the spectroscopic information
used to fit the potential is the recent estimate of the dissociation
energy of the I2(B,V)34)-Ne complex,D0 ) 57.6( 1 cm-1,
and the finding that the∆V ) -1 predissociation channel closes
for V > 36.12 The dynamical information involves predissocia-
tion lifetimes in the rangeV ) 13-23 of I2 vibrational
excitations.9 Additional dynamical information on I2 fragment
vibrational and rotational distributions reported for highV
excitations12 is also used to assess the validity of the potential
surface proposed.

The present potential reproduces a dissociation energy of 57.6
cm-1 for I2(B,V)34)-Ne and shows that the∆V ) -1
predissociation channel is energetically closed forV > 36, in
agreement with the experimental observations.12 The calculated
predissociation lifetimes in the rangeV ) 13-23 reproduce the
experimental ones within the reported error bars9 or very close
to their limits. Differences between the experimental lifetimes
and those predicted by the fitted potential are typically<6.3%.
The present lifetimes exhibit an exponential behavior with the
I2 vibrational excitation in the whole range ofV investigated.

The potential surface predicts the partial suppression of the
∆V ) -1 channel for V > 32, in accordance with the
experimental finding.12 This result confirms the previous
interpretation of Heaven and co-workers based on their observa-
tions,12 that such a suppression is due to the vibrational
predissociation dynamics, and not to electronic predissociation.
It is suggested, in light of the present results, that the suppression
of the ∆V ) -1 channel could be due to an increase of the
intensity of the potential couplings responsible for the∆V e
-2 decay channels asV increases. The gradual closing of
rotational channels found forV g 32 could also contribute to
the suppression of the∆V ) -1 predissociation channel. The
calculated I2 rotational distributions for the∆V ) -1, -2
predissociation channels are found to be rather cold and
essentially unstructured in general, particularly forV < 23. In
the distributions of the∆V ) -2 channel an increasing structure
and rotational excitation appears forV > 23, and in particular
for V g 32. This would indicate a stronger coupling of the initial
resonance state with specific continuum states, for highV
excitations. The highest I2 rotational state populated predicted
by the calculations agrees well with the experimental values
reported forV g 32. The present rotational distributions are
consistent with fragmentation of the complex via direct predis-
sociation, which is supported by the experimental evidence.12

The empirical potential surface proposed for I2(B,V)-Ne
reproduces the main spectroscopic and dynamical observations,
typically within experimental error, over a wide range ofV
excitations. In addition, the simplicity of its representation makes
the present potential surface very efficient to be used in
dynamical simulations. In this sense, it is viewed as a reliable
and efficient potential to model larger I2-Nen (n > 1)
complexes, to simulate the vibrational predissociation dynamics.
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